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Pray it Thru (lyrics) 

 

Hook: Pray thru, pray it thru, pray it thru, pray it thru  (2 times) 

Truth versus untruth, pray it thru, pray it thru 

Pray thru, pray it thru, pray it thru, pray it thru   

 

Verse: 

 

Divisive devil no respect, don’t let it take hold 

Love your Family protect never divide living bold 

Agitation is the trick (and) trickle’s souls being sold 

When they die is what they said they won’t care n’ that’s cold 

 

Lenin was underneath conservative politics before 

Try to relax let it go process through to settle the score (Yup, “like a lion”, one love, strong together) 

All love let’s unite God’s light within is more 

Peace within is victory and truth within the core 

 

What the glitch leader says is “ours to believe” (a fascist tells lies repeatedly until truth is destroyed, 

dismisses free press over and over again, then has a cult following that believes only the fascist and their 

State TV propaganda static glitch…it’s part of Earth’s history time and time again…part of the U.S. fell for 

it…the beast should never be congratulated, only rebuked…I know that glitch media tries to use the word 

rebuke, but rebuke is against something evil, which they seem to represent…yup, evil…no 

question…fascism is evil, case closed…the world better start calling the lies out everytime…the correct 

response to a “fake news” claim, should be met with a quick response “You are Proven liar Sir” or 

something like that…something that works for everyone. Gotta check these beasts before they destroy 

the entire world. If the “glitch tv” hosts don’t believe in the truth, and are still calling the pandemic a 

“Hoax”? Maybe there will be a need for some new more “truth based” glitch hosts soon?…just 

joking…it’s Spiritual war, not flesh n blood…”ain’t taking names”, “uh, we are though Bubba”, “oh 

ok”…cool….1love) 

Till the Free Press news seems Fake not received 

Rebuke totalitarian lies (please) help us GOD 
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Goes as it does, Yes, they’ll be takin’ it to their knees (God’s movin things around right now, so we’re 

praying for the Families to have peace and health during this new season of gratitude…the Men of 

Perdition messed up because of lies, and it’s time to clean up their mess, and leverage the peace…May all 

Earth Nation’s Assemblies of Families unite for life and not destruction…when Men of Perdition are gone 

(after a thorough realization that they are “not in control of everything” on the planet epiphany), it will 

make more sense…they will find that even with their Billions of personal dollars, God can still talk with 

them, and course correct…I can sense Men of Perdition forces saying “You talkin’ to me?”…We might 

say, “If that’s you? A perdition beast? then yup, I guess that was for you then sleeper glitch beast”…Ha! 

Funny…well not funny, but ya know…gotta lighten up……another daily rebuke of our little footstool 

glitches…praying for peace…God is love, so we win!!!! sallll day with this rapture souffle…anyway….we 

told our opponents for decades, that in the end times, it won’t be about money, and here goes the next 

phase of the lesson (well, money of course to get the vaccinations to everyone, but money did not send 

the virus allll over the world, God allowed that, because there is a lesson to be learned on Earth) Praying 

for Families, and we have already lost a lot of good People, so we press on towards the peace…(thoughts 

are energy, and we know that our Pals are still with us…we will be there in the future too, so let’s take 

comfort together in that reality ok?)…the Future will be soooo amazed…so much to learn from…for now 

it’s a “tape has run” history unfolding and quickening…if we look at the past, we see that the previous 

Men of Perdition versions are gone, and we are just looking across at the current beasts (vomitous 

group, yuk, really bugs)…it happening all in God’s time, so the beast can’t take the lessons away…we 

agree that peace, truth and life is not “a hoax”…1love…peace on Earth 

 

 

 

Good versus Bad dinosaurs wheat tare 

Story of the Earth keep your peace mind your cares 

“For the Children” should be Governmental daily affair 

Keep it legislative peace the public interest aware 

 

Hook: Pray thru, pray it thru, pray it thru, pray it thru  (2 times) 

Truth versus untruth, pray it thru, pray it thru 

Pray thru, pray it thru, pray it thru, pray it thru   

 

Verse: 

Chump bait revealed oblivion beast villain defeat 

Process through mission complete 
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Light the truth and repeat 

God’s peace surrender not agitation sow n’ reap 

Conservative confessions next up meet and greet 

 

Disinformation destroys the world crisis panic 

Splinter dis shows itself liar selfish ruler manic (always a huff n fuss, never a relaxed response to Free 

press questions, yuk) 

Tries to hide the truth while Assembly saves the planet 

Peace be with us seeds of hope Yeahhhhh we magic (Love U) 

 

Mueller Special Council and Impeachment “Good Start” (gotta see it as just the beginning, though good 

work, and we get credit for any effort...peace on Earth) 

Climate change denial divisive agitators farce (part of “Glitch propaganda” is about making agitation, 

and to suppress votes as a result, not to create votes. Whyyyy would they do that? Creating positive 

votes would be “build”…”ohhhh, it’s build or destroy, got it” “Yup”) 

Turning backs on the cheaters “how it goes” Earth art 

Tampers fiction sneaks being revealed, wow the People smart (have to create names for beasts, 

because for some of us their names are soooo “unmentionable”, yup like the Harry Potter evil “name 

that cannot be named” or whatever it is…cool…peace) 

 

Not a stable genius sneaked power at people’s cost 

If news is pablum rants not the facts election lost (really, if the Free Press doesn’t call the beast for 

lying, and cover the facts, not the rants, there goes the election again) 

If Tampers’ candidate wins again promises fakes flossed 

Loss of People’s rights n’ jobs suppressed votes dis rots (The beast dis will rot eventually, it’s just that 

it’s tough living through the beast power grabs…false patriotism wrapped in a flag, carrying a cross, we 

are really witnessing it…yukky stuff)…love to allll the Families and true Patriots…peace 

 

Hook: Pray thru, pray it thru, pray it thru, pray it thru  (2 times) 

Truth versus untruth, pray it thru, pray it thru 

Pray thru, pray it thru, pray it thru, pray it thru   
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Outro: 

Peace. Life is build or destroy. We have a choice to be a voice, and telling lies to the People is 

destruction. Giving thanks for awareness, that the long game is the Millennial Awakening. Families are 

just trying to live. Peace to “Tampers lies like a chillld in a sandbox”…ain’t no match for Civil Rights 

tradition.  God’s architecture is the cleverest. The oblivion beast will be wondering what happened 

when it was already done. Peace. 
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